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The following 3-step program is the program we recommend you follow in order to prepare 
for the full recruitment process. We have designed it to ensure the best chance of success 
during the recruitment process, based on our 20 years of experience in the aviation industry.

Although we highly recommend you go through the full program, we provide each of our products 
and coaching services individually so you can select as little or as much as you need.

1STEP AVIATION/AIRLINE CAREER RESUME TEMPLATE PACK

Our Resume and Cover Letter Templates designed in consultation with 
airlines HR Departments and recruiters, so that they provide content in the 
most reader friendly and easy to navigate format. Two options available:

2STEP AVIATION/AIRLINE INTERVIEW SUCCESS WORKBOOK

This Workbook is the first stage in your preparation for your airline/aviation 
interview. It teaches you the techniques for answering the interview 
questions powerfully, in the way all airlines and aviation related employers 
use.Three options available:

3STEP AVIATION/AIRLINE INTERVIEW COACHING

1 hour of one-on-one time with internationally recognised motivator 
and aviation communications specialist, Kirsty Ferguson and her senior 
coaching team. We cover strengths and weaknesses, career hiccups, 
motivation to this role, negative or difficult questions, how to give a 
powerful example, what questions to ask and much much more.We dive 
into the specific role requirements and select the key messages you must 
get across.
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NEED HELP? DON’T HESITATE. 
GET IN TOUCH.
If you have a question or simply need some 
help finding out how to best prepare for your 
job interview, don’t hesitate to get in touch.
We are here to help. 

kirsty@pinstripesolutions.com 
+61 416 272 449


